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Public transport forecasting for London 2012
Bayo Dosunmu, Public Transport Modelling Manager,
ODA Transport
Andrew Hodgson, Project Manager, Atkins
Arup
22 September 2010
Bayo Dosunmu of the Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA) introduced the
talk by outlining the scale of the transport challenge for the 2012
Olympic Games, the world’s biggest event. Over 200 countries will be
represented at the Games, with 17,800 athletes and officials, 22,000
media representatives and up to 8 million tickets being sold. The
Paralympic Games will take place two weeks later. London 2012 is
intended to be a public transport, walking and cycling games, with no
parking provided. In addition to spectators, many additional visitors are
expected to take in the atmosphere and to participate in the related
cultural activities being planned.
The Olympics will be a pan-UK event and the Olympic Act charges the
ODA with providing transport across the UK, through contracting with
transport providers including the rail companies and Transport for
London (TfL). To understand the likely demands on the transport
system, demand has been modelled on an hourly basis throughout the
Games period. Figure 1 shows, for example, that around 600,000 extra
visitors are expected to come to London on Day 7 and Day 8 of the
Olympic Games.
Figure 1: Ticket numbers for Olympic Games
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Figure 2: Ticket numbers for Paralympic Games

The ODA has completed the planning phase and is now in the
operational planning phase, agreeing service plans with operators and
asking how they will deliver. There will be a control centre for the
Games, a senior transport group, and analytical support to provide
information, which will be updated daily for decision-making.
Bayo then handed over to Andrew Hodgson of Atkins, the ODA’s
advisors, to outline the forecasting approach that had been developed.
Andrew explained that this presented a unique and interesting challenge
and it was important that Atkins’ technical approach was clear,
proportional to the client’s needs and pragmatic.
A critical factor was to understand stakeholders’ needs, in particular the
two key stakeholders ODA and the London Organising Committee of the
Olympic and Paralympic Games (LOCOG), who need transport demand
information for decision-making in many areas. In addition, TfL needs to
understand the pressures on its networks during key time periods to
feed into its own operational planning. Wider stakeholders include:
• Department for Health on epidemiological issues, because of the
visitors from across the UK and abroad
• UK Border Agency
• VisitBritain, given this is also a commercial Games
All stakeholders need to know “who, where, how and when”, but their
focus and detailed data requirements are all different.
Two principles underpinning the work are that this is an unprecedented
event for London and the UK (London was very different at the 1948
Olympics), and modelling of usual average travel demand will not work.
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The forecasting process is undertaken in five stages:
• Ticket Choice Model (spectators allocated a single or multi-ticket)
to understand the number of spectators on any given day.
• Trip Distribution Model (where spectators and workforce reside,
both home and “on the day”, if overnighting away from home).
• Mode Choice Model (mode of travel “on the day”).
• Venue Movement Model (arrival and departure assumptions),
including when people travel on the day and make intermediate
stops.
• Assignment Mode, routing trips through rail network.
There was no starting point for demand data for the forecasting process
and so an incremental approach could not be used. A bespoke stated
intentions survey, which achieved 10,000 responses, was therefore
carried out. There was a strong stated interest in attending Olympics
events (63%) and Paralympics events (40-50%), with greater interest
from those in higher income bands and regional clusters around the
major cities for different events. There was a significant level of interest
(60%) in multi-ticketing.
Over half the respondents stated that they would travel to the Olympic
Park by rail, fitting with the public transport focus of the Games, although
this is influenced by car availability. Very few people stated that they
would change their travel patterns at Games time, for example, by
leaving London for the period.
Figure 3: Stated Intentions survey results: mode choice
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Figure 4: Stated Intentions survey results: change travel patterns

The technical framework was provided by the ODA Wrapper Model
(ODAWM), which was housed within a C# developed program with links
to MS Access and ArcGIS Desktop.
The Ticket Choice Model allows multi-ticketing at key locations and allday tickets for the Paralympics. It outputs the number of people each
day at each venue. The Ticket Distribution Model is a gravity model
which forecasts where people come from, using inputs from SI data and
income segmentation, with capacity checks (on Eurostar and airports)
for visitors from Northern Europe. The resulting distribution, set out in
Figure 5, broadly follows existing accessibility patterns of the UK to
London.
The Mode Choice Model is a traditional logit model with two key
parameter datasets:
• Stated Intention Survey data for London venues
• National Travel Survey data for others
The structure is set out in Figure 6. The top choice of the hierarchy is
between private and public transport reflecting that many people prefer
the car but that park-and-ride will be provided. A coach strategy has
been developed for the Games, which gives a public transport choice
between coach and rail.
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Figure 5: Ticket distribution patterns

Figure 6: Mode choice model
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The Venue Movement Model, based on analysis of previous games,
provides arrival and departure profiles at venues, including assumptions
on lingering and pre-lingering.
Figure 7: Outputs from Venue Movement Model

Data from other events has been used to develop trip profiles. Long
distance arrivals, for example, tend to arrive several hours early, with
some via Live Site / tourist locations. As some people will “make a week
of it”, assumptions also need to be made on overnight stays, with
profiles for length of stay.
The Assignment Model forecasts public transport trips into London, to
show what the demand patterns actually mean for the use of capacity on
the underground and rail transport networks, taking into account
background travel. Hourly forecasts of trip-making are provided from
PLANET (for the wider south east) and RailPlan (for London), given that
observed data on background flows are in the models.
However, a number of issues needed to be considered:
• Spectators are included within the model hour based on their
forecast arrival or departure time at the venue. This means a oneway trip from Newcastle to the Olympic Park will be in just one
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modelled hour, the arrival hour at the Olympic Park, so
interpretation of results is needed.
• Paths taken are generally based on leisure trips taken by existing
travellers and these assume a level of “knowledge”. RailPlan and
PLANET have specific areas of focus and therefore “disagree”.
Also, there is no “on the day” response of non-Games-time
demand in the model.
• Overall, the model did not reflect the impact of travel demand
management.
A more flexible framework was therefore required, resulting in the ODA
TDM (Travel Demand Management) model shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8: ODA TDM model

This is more flexible, visual and therefore easier to understand. It allows
“what if” questions to be tested, such as closing stations, forcing people
to use different routes or different background demand responses, such
as if companies are asked to change their arrangements. Other modes,
including boat, taxi and walk, are put into the route building algorithms.
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The visual front end shows the distribution of Olympic demand before
and after travel demand management. Pressures are evident on the
Jubilee and Central lines in the morning peak. If travel demand
management changes some of the routes, as in Figure 9, it can be seen
how demand changes. In this way, it can be demonstrated how planners
can change the loads on the network.
Figure 9: ODA TDM model

It is currently difficult to assess how good the forecasts are, although
another dataset has now been provided by the pre-registration records,
1.6 million unique entries of potential spectators with detailed postcode
data. The results from ticket distribution have a similar pattern to the
original survey, with the focus on London and the south east and
demand reducing according to accessibility, a typical gravity model
pattern. Trip length and trip time distributions are also comparable.
Bayo Dosunmu concluded by explaining the next steps for ODA.
There are some issues with the origin-destination data still to be
resolved. For example, the distribution within London shows spikes in
the areas where people expect to stay, but in reality it is expected that
hotels will be fully booked. Also, there have been low responses so far
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from some of the less affluent Boroughs, which may be a reflection of
lower levels of access to the internet. There are some non-London
oddities, such as a large number of people from Scotland planning to
visit Weymouth for the sailing. Actual ticket sales data will start to
become available in 2011, but assumptions will still need to be made on
where people are travelling from.
The models will be used for sensitivity testing and contingency scenario
planning: this will help in setting up real-time information to guide what
needs to be done now and what will need to be done at the time of the
Games. Route planning and guidance will be provided to spectators,
who will receive a map with their tickets and will be able to access
guidance through a web portal. The model findings will provide support
for the travel demand management messages. They will also support
the development of command and control systems, so that real-time
decisions and responses can be made on the day.
DISCUSSION
Stephen Bennett (ex-railway industry) queried the arrangements for
park-and-ride (P&R) at railway stations, given that one of the messages
is that London will continue to be open for business during the Olympics.
Railway car parks tend to be at capacity already: will there be additional
spending on car park capacity?
Andrew set out the scale of the problem: the mode share of park-andride including coach is expected to be 10%, and one or two locations are
rail-based. Bayo added that strategic P&R would be at the M25:
railheading is expected to be from the outskirts of London but no closer.
Peter Gordon (Editor, The Transport Economist) highlighted that train
operators such as Virgin and Eurostar provide all-day services and are
not particularly good at adding extra capacity. Will they be able to cope?
He also suggested that the biggest problems will be O2/Excel arenas,
and the system might only cope if the locals go on holiday.
Bayo explained that they had asked train operators for the maximum
that can be provided and any excess demand is to be managed to
smooth demand. Eurostar is different because of the trade-off with
Javelin services, so ODA is having discussions on what is the optimum
mix. On Peter’s second point, they are working with the IOC to schedule
demand after the peak period and will also be running other services
such as a shuttle bus to Charlton station. Travel advice will be provided
to 500 businesses.
-9-

John Dodgson (Independent) asked about additional demand on
intercity rail services, which TOCs currently manage through fares
policy. Will there be any provision for them to provide information nearer
the time? Can tickets for local travel be bought in advance when buying
an Olympic ticket?
Bayo explained that there will be a contract with the TOCs to provide
additional services and they are also sharing data on where these
additions can be made. The contracts will stipulate the information to be
provided by operators. On ticketing, the tickets to the sporting events will
cover travel around the network for free on the day of the event.
Robin Whittaker highlighted the new station at Southend Airport and
wondered if there would be any provision to bring in people from
northwest Europe by plane?
Andrew explained that this would need the costs and benefits weighing
up at a very detailed level for a particular intervention. Such options
would be considered later in the process.
John Cartledge (London TravelWatch) asked how good timekeeping
would be at the Olympic events, given the horror stories that are heard
from operators when major events don’t run to time.
Andrew explained that contingency plans will be drawn up, drawing on
“what if” scenarios, starting soon, once the central case is agreed. Bayo
added that ODA had talked to LOCOG on the likelihood of overrunning
(for example basketball, or rowing, which is affected by the weather).
There is a need to make the central case reasonably flexible: for
example, London Underground plans to stop services at 01:15 but won’t
fully close until 02:00 to give flexibility for additional shuttles. Then there
will be contingency planning for further overruns. Events such as
Westfield’s opening at Stratford will be used to observe what happens to
transport flows. The models are very connected to operations, with twoway flows of information.
Stephen Burke (London Borough of Bexley) asked if ODA was only
concerned with spectators, given that the tangible things to forecast are
spectators and workers. There is also background travel and factors
such as spectators’ holidays: how to manage both elements together?
Bayo suggested that the “elephant in the room” was those people who
come to London to take in the atmosphere. These people can be guided,
for example to the GLA LiveSite (now not at Trafalgar Square because
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this will already be busy, but at Finsbury Park). The Olympic family is
included in the travel plan, primarily on the Olympic route network.
Tom Worsley (Department for Transport) pointed out the reliance on
assumptions on how people respond to information: there are always
people who think they know better. Is there any research on people’s
willingness to follow instructions?
Bayo explained there are quarterly surveys to pick up behavioural
issues. Those in the London area are more resistant to instructions,
except where they can see that there are problems: people from outside
London tend to follow instructions. But if a route is found to be busy or
long on Day 1, there are questions over what people do on Day 2. There
will be “London hosts” to try to guide people.
Bayo concluded by saying that the application of modelling to operations
rather than infrastructure is addressing an immediate problem for the
ODA and there is now a wealth of applications for the models that have
been developed.

Report by Julie Mills
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Barclays Cycle Hire
Nick Aldworth, General Manager, Transport for London
Arup
23 March 2011
INTRODUCTION
Nick summarised his experience with congestion charging and the Low
Emission Zone (LEZ) before project managing the Barclays Cycle Hire
scheme since January 2009 and recently becoming General Manager.
Cycling has almost doubled in the last decade, and the Mayor’s
Transport Strategy aimed to raise mode share from 2% now to 5% by
2026. 2010 had been the Year of Cycling, with the launch of three major
programmes including Barclays Cycle Hire.
The evidence suggested that appetite for a hire scheme would be
highest in central London, where 60% of households are carless. The
need was to address perceived barriers to cycling including:
• Access to a bicycle
• Storage space
• Theft
• Maintenance
• Cycling “image”
• Commitment
Safety had not been a major concern, with accidents having halved in
the last decade.
LESSONS FROM OTHER SCHEMES
Nick summarised experience of other schemes:
• In Germany, Call a Bike, launched in 2002 with 2,000 cycles and
40,000 customers.
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• In Barcelona, Bicing, launched in May 2007 with 1,500 cycles and
now with 6,000, with 22,000 trips day.
• In Paris, Vélib, launched in July 2007 with 10,000 cycles and 26
million rentals in the first year, and now with 20,000 cycles.
A November 2008 feasibility study included market research and
reviewed these schemes and others including Lyon, Brussels and
Vienna. Lessons learned include that cycles with locks remain out of
circulation, and that demand in hilly cities is mainly for downhill journeys.
The study established key principles:
• Fixed docking stations: in Montreal these were on plates, deployed
only in summer. In London, the need was for predictable locations
and an orderly arrangement of cycles among the street furniture.
• Density: Paris had aimed for docking stations in “line of sight” from,
for example, major stations. London has docking stations around
every 400 metres, with 300 metres the aim.
• Spaces: 1.7-1.8 docking spaces per cycle, to maximise the chance
of finding a space. London’s cycles have no locks, so that they
must be returned to a docking station, keeping them either in use
or secure but available.
• Fare Zone 1 coverage: an area large enough for the scheme to
function well but small enough to be deliverable.
• Acceptance that some demand would be unmet. An impracticable
48 Wembley sized football pitches would be needed to cater for all
potential demand at rail terminals.
• Acceptance that some redistribution of cycles would be needed: in
Paris around 30% are redistributed each day. London would have
only limited vehicular support to maintain availability, and this
would have to work in some narrow streets.
• Sponsorship to supplement funding: Paris had adverts on docking
stations, but this would have required planning permission in
London.
The chosen scheme boundary is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Area of the scheme

IMPLEMENTATION
Overall implementation timetable is shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1: Implementation timetable
Early 2008

Feasibility study commissioned

June 2008

Instructions to continue from new Mayor

Summer 2008

Site identification begins

November 2008 Feasibility study final report
Spring 2009

First planning applications submitted

August 2009

Contract signed with Serco

Spring 2010

Construction and installation begin

May 2010

Barclays deal announced

July 2010

Go Live – Members

December 2010 Go Live – Casual users
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Nick identified a number of key challenges:
• Introducing the unknown. Each city is unique: the Parisian
residents’ habit of picking up a cycle outside their home would be
less relevant to London.
• Despite extensive modelling, uncertainty about patterns of demand
and use. Nothing was quite as expected.
• The need for the scheme to be uniform across the nine City of
London and Borough authorities.
• London’s dense streetscape: the Boroughs wanted to minimise
additional clutter.
• Planning permission.
• IT, requiring a bespoke system built from scratch.
• Cynical media
The Mail Online greeted the arrival of the first 6,000 cycles on 9 July
2010 asserting, with no supporting evidence, that “You’ll never see these
bikes again”. (The need to return the cycles to docking stations means
that, while some cycles “disappear” for periods, very few are stolen.)
DESIGN
A major issue was terminal design. The Boroughs wanted hire points to
be tall and visible and, in the absence of advertising, this enabled them
to be combined with Legible London maps. Residents must not be
disturbed by sound, so there are no “beeps”. The terminals also work in
17 languages.
The IT system had to deal with issues such as VAT being applicable on
Access and Usage charges but not on late return charges, calculating
charges correctly as time changes between GMT and BST, working with
limited electrical power, and GPRS, used to validate casual users’
payments but liable to slow or stop when the area is busy with
smartphone users.
In addition, the system has to work year round, in narrow streets: hence
the use of buggies, shown in Figure 2 below, which are electric but
unable to work all day without a (slow) charge.
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Figure 2: Special electric vehicle

Rapid development and systems integration was needed, which in turn
required Serco to assemble a wide range of technical skills. Use of
subcontractors in India (+5 hours) and Canada (-5 hours) resulted in an
18-hour day. Joint discussions were hard to coordinate, but work could
proceed round much of the clock. Cables were delayed at the Mexican
border, and Hurricane Katrina delayed shipment of terminals, some of
which were then airfreighted.
Site identification faced a number of constraints: safety and security,
accessibility, no loss of trees or grass, maintaining clear pedestrian and
vehicular paths, with minimal relocation of street furniture. The aim was
for a minimum of 15 docking points: average was 20, with a range from
12 to 80-90 at Waterloo. Challenges included heavy sculptures
appearing unexpectedly on prepared sites and misspelling of the three
words “CYCLE HIRE ONLY” including “ CYCLES” “HIER” and “ONLE”.
The chosen cycle, by BIXI from Canada, is reliable, built to last and for
heavy use. It has a light, strong, recyclable and step-through aluminium
frame, and docking and undocking require no lifting. Numbers are
marked on the seat pillar, so that regular users can quickly adjust the
saddle to their own height. However, modifications were required for
London:
• The handlebar brake controls had to be reversed
- 16 -

• All exposed cables and mechanisms were covered to prevent
damage or vandalism
• The dynamo powering the lights was supplemented by a capacitor,
so that lights remain on for two minutes without pedalling
• A lower rear reflector was added, as the one below the seat could
be concealed by dangling clothing
• The livery needed to be consistent with the other cycle hire
furniture, all of which is in Barclays’ blue
The result won the Brit Insurance Transport Award 2011.
LAUNCH AND OPERATION
There is a two-part tariff with an Access Fee and a Usage Charge, as
shown in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Access Fees and Usage Charges
Access Fees
Daily

£1

Weekly

£5

Annual

£45

Usage Charges
Up to 30 minutes

Free

Up to 60 minutes

£1

Up to 90 minutes

£4

Up to 120 minutes

£6

Up to 150 minutes

£10

Up to 180 minutes

£15

Up to 6 hours

£35

Up to 24 hours (maximum hire charge)

£50

User Key
Key Issue Fee

£3
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In common with other schemes, usage is free for 30 minutes to
encourage churn and liquidity. To prevent long hires being broken into
segments of under 30 minutes, a user returning a cycle must wait 5
minutes before another will be released. Nonetheless, 90% of rentals
attract no charge, so much revenue comes from Access Fees. 60-70%
of users have chosen to pay an annual fee.
Member registration began on 23 July 2010, followed on Friday 30 July
by launch with 315 docking stations and 5,000 cycles, blessed by good
weather and media coverage and the support of 350 volunteers, mainly
from TfL staff, over the first four days.
USAGE
There are now 112,000 members, with over 3 million hires to date. Only
32 customers have reported any kind of injury while using the scheme,
with the majority being no more serious than scrapes and bruises.
Usage averages 3-4 hires per cycle, with usage lower at weekends
when, since December 2010, there is also a higher proportion of casual
users.
Figure 3: Trips per week, August 2010 to January 2011
30,000

4 October strike
Over 27,000
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20,000
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Figure 4 compares usage on typical days and during a strike by London
Underground workers on 4 October.
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Figure 4: Trips by time of day
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A number of independent developers have created websites and Apps
showing availability or tracking usage patterns.
IMPACT
Nick conceded that the scheme had limited impact on London travel.
The maximum 27,000 trips per day to date is below a projected 2011
daily average of 40,000. Each day the East London Line extension
handles 70,000 passengers, Croydon Tramlink handles 100,000, the
Overground and DLR 200,000 each, the Underground 4 million and the
buses 6 million. Penetration is therefore under 0.25% of total public
transport trips.
Customer research showed that the biggest complaint is lack of docking
stations, although 67% of members had used the scheme to commute
and were presumably likely to travel during the “tidal” peaks.
PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
Phase 2 will involve intensification and expansion, with 2,000 extra
cycles and extension towards Canary Wharf and the Olympics (although
the cycles would not be allowed in Olympic venues).
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Figure 5: Phase 2

Challenges remained:
• Customer improvements, such as discounts, automation, and
smartphone Apps
• Improved redistribution after peak hours and to deal with those
switching between rail and cycle
• Expanding appeal to a wider range of user demography
• Integration with future ticketing
• Funding for further expansion, and long term financial viability
• Dealing with the media and political environment
DISCUSSION
Peter Gordon (Editor, The Transport Economist) asked about costs and
revenues. Cost were around £70 million set-up and £10 million a year,
against annual revenues of £4 million, mainly from Access Fees but with
some Usage Charges. Breakeven might be reached, although
commercial operation was unlikely: New York had sought a private
sector provider, but the free usage period had proved a big deterrent.
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Nigel Harris (The Railway Consultancy) asked what economic appraisal
had been carried out. Nick said that a TfL business case had shown that
the capex was justified by time savings, without assuming any health
benefits, but that the current issue was cash flow.
Tom Worsley (Department for Transport) asked what measures of
success had been defined. Nick said that one test was the Evening
Standard, but felt that the major challenge had been passed, as the
scheme was very popular.
Gregory Marchant (TEG Treasurer) asked why no bigger pannier had
been included on the cycle. Nick explained that a rubber hook holds
small items to the cycle front, but there was a need to prevent items
falling into the wheels, and to prevent attempts to carry dogs or children.
Jay Ginn (Sociologist and cyclist) asked if safety standards were
consistent, and whether those of the Barclays Cycle Superhighways
should be improved. Nick said that there had been some cycle training,
with 60 cycles lent to the Boroughs.
John Cartledge (London TravelWatch) asked about the suitability of
Barclays as a sponsor and the risk that metal items would be stolen.
Nick said that Barclays had offered a 5-year deal. The cycles had a low
scrap value and, while at any time some cycles were missing, it was
thought that only 7-12 had been permanently stolen.
Peter White (University of Westminster) asked whether TfL buses had
lost revenue or saved operating costs. Nick said that this would be
examined after a full year of operation. Anecdotally, one vicar now uses
the cycles to deliver communion on Sundays, which presumably means
some lost revenue.
Dominic Fee (Arup) wondered about the logistics of expanding the
scheme. Nick said that this might involve subcontractors handling
specific areas within a single scheme. Laurie Baker (Retired) thought
that activity might be concentrated in central London and in Kensington
and Chelsea. Nick agreed that this could mean self-contained units in
these areas.
Joan Matlock (Retired local government scrutiny officer) asked what
contact there would be with schools. Children were worried that their
bikes would be vandalised at schools, but they could hire them, or might
be potential users outside the current peaks. Nick said that the age limit
is 18 to be a member or casual user, or 14 for additional users on
- 21 -

someone else’s account, but the scope could be extended. One thing
being looked at was businesses having their own docking stations.
Alan Peakall (Retired) wondered whether the congestion charge area
was safer than other areas, such as a potential eastern extension. Nick
reiterated that there had been few accidents: perhaps users were not as
over-confident as some regular cyclists. Cycles carried safety messages,
warning not to undertake HGVs. John Cartledge suggested that critical
mass might make cycling safer.
Gregory Marchant (TEG Treasurer) asked whether battery-assisted
bikes had been considered. Nick said that the current docking stations
could not provide the required mains power.
Dick Dunmore (Steer Davies Gleave) asked whether the ban from the
Olympic village related to conflicting sponsorship agreements (“Maybe”)
and how a livery based on Barclays’ blue would survive a change of
sponsor. Nick replied that a new sponsor might need to fund a change of
colour, but that this would come out of the sponsorship fee.

Report by Dick Dunmore
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How effective is EU rail policy?
Professor Chris Nash, Institute of Transport Studies
University of Leeds
Arup
27 April 2011
Julie Mills introduced Chris Nash to talk on European Union (EU) rail
policy. Chris, in turn, repeated a quote that there two types of madman:
those who think they are Napoleon and those who think they can run the
railways. He would be covering four topics in his talk: principles of EU
rail policy, the EU legislation, implementation of the policy and some
results of his analysis.
PRINCIPLES
The major turning point for European rail policy was in Directive
91/440/EEC of 1991. Until then, the European Commission (EC) had
accepted that railways were organised as publicly-owned, verticallyintegrated networks throughout Europe. The railway industry was to be
paid for its Public Service Obligations (PSOs) and relieved from inherited
obligations (debt) that a normal commercial organisation could not bear.
From 1991, there have been attempts to separate infrastructure from
operations. At this time there was particular interest in international
freight with “door-to-door” running of trains. Legal rights of access to
railway infrastructure for new entrants were established, although initially
only for international freight.
Infrastructure was a natural monopoly but operations could be
independent, with non-discriminatory rules for the allocation of paths and
for access charges.
EU LEGISLATION
However, member states were finding loopholes, so the EC had to find
ways to close them. Between 2001 and 2007, the EC brought together
three “Railway Packages” to open the market for rail freight, with the
right of access throughout the EU.
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In 2010 the market for international passengers was opened up,
including domestic passengers on international services. The EC is now
considering what to do for domestic passenger market.
The original legislation stated that infrastructure, passenger operations
and freight operations must have separate accounts. The EC wanted to
see complete separation of infrastructure and operations, with
separation of powers and non-discriminatory rules for path allocation
and the setting of charges. The legislation also had requirements for
independent regulation and financial equilibrium, and that governments
should not demand things from the railways that would not allow their
books to balance.
However, not all member states agreed to free market access.
Chris outlined other legislation relevant to the railways, such as:
• The EC policy to internalise externalities by charging for
infrastructure on other modes.
• Development of Trans European Networks (TENs), which has
been encouraged with money, particularly for the high-speed
network.
• Public Service Obligations, contracts and competitive tendering.
• Interoperability, although getting to this state is very expensive. A
member of the audience suggested that one of the main drivers for
interoperability was industrial, by increasing economies of scale.
IMPLEMENTATION
Chris posited four key implementation issues:
• Degree of separation of infrastructure from operations
• Access to rail-related services
• Independence of regulation
• Infrastructure or track access charges
He illustrated degree of separation by placing member states into three
groups, depending on how they have organised the railway industry.
Table 1 shows the three groups based on:
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• Complete separation, the Swedish model
• Separation of key powers, the French model
• Holding company, the German model
Separation removes most incentives for discrimination and is the model
favoured by the EC. There is a problem of transaction costs, but that is
only 1-2% of total costs. In terms of economies of scope, there do not
appear to be any big costs of vertical separation.
The separation of key powers sounds complex. For instance in France
the infrastructure manager - for planning, charging and allocation of
capacity - pays the main operator (SNCF) to operate and maintain the
infrastructure.
The holding company means that all parts of the industry are within the
same group. Headquarters does long-term planning, but there is a
concern over whether access to infrastructure can be nondiscriminatory.
Table 1: Alternative models of rail restructuring
Complete separation Separation of key powers Holding Company
(Swedish model)
(French model)
(German model)
Denmark
Finland
Great Britain
Lithuania
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Slovakia
Spain

Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Luxembourg
Slovenia

Austria
Belgium
Greece
Italy
Latvia
Poland

(Ireland and Northern Ireland remain vertically-integrated)
Access to rail-related services such as passenger and freight
terminals, marshalling yards, refuelling depots, the maintenance of
rolling stock, driver training and cleaning is very often controlled by the
incumbent operator or holding company. This means that any new
entrant finds it difficult to enter the market.
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Regulation of the industry is needed, but the regulator should not be
part of the government. As vertical separation increases and
infrastructure is further removed from the customer, the government and
regulator have to take an interest in the efficiency of the infrastructure
manager. Very often there is no performance regime, and regulation has
to take over from price indicators to improve efficiency.
Track access charges must be based on “direct cost”, with scarcity
charges permitted. The environmental cost can be charged for, but
should also be internalised on other modes. If the market can bear the
cost, non-discriminatory mark-ups can be permitted if they are necessary
for financial reasons.
Two examples of charges made for track access were used as
illustrations. Figure 1 shows how 2008 access charge for a 960 gross
tonne freight train vary across Europe from €0.25-9.00 per train-km.
Great Britain is near the mean, at €3.11.
Figure 1: Access charges for typical 960 gross tonne freight in 2008
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Figure 2 illustrates access charges per train-km for high-speed
passenger trains, which ranged from just over €3 in Spain to €14 in
France. The marginal cost is no higher than for other passenger trains
but as the market will bear higher costs, governments can recover the
cost of providing high-speed lines.
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Figure 2: Access charges for high-speed passenger trains in 2008
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The EC is very dissatisfied with the way its policy has been
implemented. It initially threatened enforcement proceedings in the case
of 24 out of 27 member states, and is proceeding against thirteen
member states, including Germany, Austria, France, Spain and Italy.
The EC is proposing to recast its First Railway Package. With vertical
separation it proposes more separation of powers to simplify, but not to
require complete, separation. On rail-related services, it proposes tighter
regulation, with the regulator being independent of any other public
body, and strengthened powers regarding information, very much
modelled on British regulation.
Clarification of direct cost and mark-ups for infrastructure charges is
proposed, with a key role for the regulator in ensuring financial
equilibrium. Therefore the emphasis is on stronger regulation.
RESULTS
To illustrate the effectiveness of EU policy, Chris used three case
studies: Britain, Sweden and Germany.
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Table 2: Summary of results
Aspect

Britain

Sweden

Germany

Vertical separation

Yes

Yes

No

Complete privatisation

Yes

No

No

Open access freight

Yes

Yes

Yes

Limited

Yes (now)

Yes

Yes

Some

Some

Open access passenger
Competitive tendering
Freight largest operator
market share 2008 (%)

DB Schenker Green Cargo
56%
81%

DB
78%

Passenger train-kilometres
franchised

99%

42%

63%

Government support per
train-kilometre (2007)

€13

€15

€10

Average annual growth rates since reform
Long distance traffic

3.0%

1.6%

0.0%

Regional traffic

3.8%

4.6%

2.0%

Freight tonne-kilometres
(1995-2000)

98%

20%

63%

Competition has contributed to the growth in freight traffic but it is not the
only reason. Britain started from a low base, while Sweden already had
a large rail freight market.
Government support has been rising in Britain and Sweden but is flat in
Germany. There is a lot of support for infrastructure enhancement in
Sweden.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, Chris noted that competition is still limited in most
countries, but is growing. There is still no decision on how to introduce
competition into the domestic passenger market, although it already
exists in some countries. Britain has the most competitive rail market,
followed by Sweden and Germany.
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The current emphasis is on stronger regulation rather than further
structural reform.
But it is not clear which has actually performed best. All countries have
done well in terms of traffic, with Britain increasing the most. On the
other hand, Germany has both the lowest fares and the least support.
DISCUSSION
Stephen Bennett (Retired from BR and SRA) opened the discussion by
saying that there has been a suspicion that the private sector is having
difficulty with state-owned organisations. Network Rail is virtually in the
public sector.
Chris added that state-owned operators are now becoming international
companies. The recession has wiped out some smaller operations so
that we may end up with a few state operators with small operators just
on the margin.
Chris Castles (Independent) noted that the EC has been hacking away
for twenty years, but where do they look to for success? It seems that
the EC is successful when it goes with the grain of industry thinking.
Chris Nash thought that the US example is so different that it cannot be
used to compare. The Japanese model is more interesting, but has
vertically-integrated companies and government-operated freight.
Peter Gordon (Editor, The Transport Economist) asked if there was
more information on the political dimension and subsidiarity.
On subsidiarity, Chris said that the EU approach was to provide the
powers so that operators can compete in all countries. On the political
side, there is tension between the Council of Ministers and the European
Parliament. Parliament is keen on the internalisation of externalities and
is pro-liberalisation of rail. The Council, on the other hand, tends to
frustrate a well-balanced package. The EC had a clear vision but
compromises have led to it ending up a mess; and the EC has been
sucked into the details.
John Dodgson (Independent consultant) was interested in how the EC
evaluates the effects of its policy. For example, with increased
competition in rail freight, what has happened to the rail share of freight?
It seems that the EC has been tied up with process rather than effects.
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Chris replied that the EC does produce some crude numbers that are
encouraging (or at least suggestive) but agreed that there was very little
information on the effect of their policies.
Roger Lewis asked whether the holding company model produces
greater efficiency, in the way that BR sectorisation did. Chris thought
that it did have something in common with the early stages of BR
sectorisation, when the sectors contracted with operators to provide
services.
Richard Brown (Eurostar International Ltd) suggested there was a big
difference between BR sectors and Deutsche Bahn. BR sectors
eventually took over responsibility for all infrastructure. DB Netz actually
cross-subsidises operators and international expansion.
Chris said that all DB’s capital expenditure and renewals are funded by
the government. Richard thought that the EC had missed a trick by
focusing on costs, which led to monopolies being reinforced.
Chris argued that there has been a bigger problem with track access
charges being very crude. Also, in many countries there is no contract
beyond the current year, and without long run access agreements there
is little incentive for the operators to invest.
John Cartledge (London TravelWatch) thought that for passengers, the
network-wide benefits of ticketing and information are very important.
Trying to create plans for ticketing and information receives hostility and
indifference, particularly in the international market.
Chris agreed, saying that the dominant operator within each country
gains from the absence of through-ticketing. There is a lack of network
benefits in most countries and the international market is even more
frustrating.
Richard Brown added that he is equally frustrated with the lack of
network benefits. There are significant problems of technical
compatibility, but there is also rivalry between operators, with each
wanting their own to be the standard approach.
John Smith (Independent consultant) observed that “Eurocrats” have a
vision of Trans European Networks: it is a very potent concept, but with
lots of borders. He asked what the alternatives to franchising services
are.
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Chris said that the alternative is a monopoly operation by state-owned
companies. Open entry is allowed, but there have been no entrants in
some countries, such as Germany.
Mark Sullivan (CILT) argued that from the passenger viewpoint there
should be integrated timetables; services under different operators but
integrated. Does the EU see the benefit?
Chris did not recall seeing anything that recognises the benefits of
integration. In framework agreements, capacity can be promised but not
an actual slot on the network, which may frustrate development of
integrated timetables.
Larry Fawkner (Cogitare) asked if cost-benefit ratios are assumed to be
improved through the rail policy.
Chris thought that strengthening regulation would address the big
weakness in current policy. The Transport White Paper states that rail
should be the predominant mode for long-distance freight and mediumdistance passengers by 2050, but does not set out how to get there.
Julie thanked Chris Nash for travelling from Leeds to give the Group the
benefit of his experience and expertise, saying that the size of the
audience showed the great interest in the subject. The group showed
their appreciation.

Report by Laurie Baker
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The historical approach to identifying wider
economic benefits from major urban rail
investments: the Liverpool Overhead Railway
John Dodgson
Arup
25 May 2011
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
John Dodgson began by recounting his long interest in the economic
history of productivity growth during the nineteenth century, and that of
the impact of railways on the cities they serve. His stimulus for this
particular study had arisen from attending the Transport Economists’
Group March 2009 seminar “Transport - lifeblood of every city” on the
wider economic benefits (WEBs) of transport investment. In turn, this
had led to his preparing a paper for a 2010 Belgium conference on the
WEBs of railway development.
The issue is topical, as the assessment of WEBs is a crucial issue in
today’s major rail projects such as Crossrail and Thameslink. John is
also specially concerned with the difference between ex-ante appraisal
and ex-post evaluation1. His aim for this study was to examine the
financial and social cost-benefit returns, with and without wider
economic benefits, of a specific historical project. A major motivation
was to identify lessons for the future estimation of such WEBs.
By adopting an historical approach, his aim was to answer the following
key questions:
• Is it possible to identify projects that might have led to wider
benefits to the cities they serve?
• What can and should economists look for in the historical
evidence?
• Can evidence from past projects cast any light on the issue of
WEBs?

1

NERA/MVA/Simmons report to DfT (2006)
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His study used a standard framework of financial and social cost benefit
analysis: the discounted present value of benefits minus costs.
LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY (LOR)
John chose the LOR as a case study because it represented an urban
passenger-only railway in a major late nineteenth century European city.
Liverpool at that time was a very substantial port and a major shipping
and commercial centre, particularly in insurance. The railway’s route is
shown in Figure 1 below and in the poster annexed to this report.
Figure 1: route of the Liverpool Overhead Railway

The railway opened in 1893 as the first elevated railway in the world,
running 9.5 kilometres from Herculaneum Dock in the south to
Alexandra Dock in the north, serving the commercial business district
and the line of docks. There were central area stations at the Pier Head,
for connections to the Liverpool tramway system, and at James Street, a
short walk from the Mersey Railway station.
The railway was subsequently extended north in 1894 to Seaforth
Sands, and south in 1896 through a tunnel to Dingle. Crosby was
reached via a company-operated feeder tramway in 1900. The railway
was finally connected to the mainline system in 1905 via a northern link
to Seaforth & Litherland station on the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway
(LYR) line to Southport. These extensions allowed the railway to reach a
few, mostly middle-class, residential areas. The LYR also operated
some through trains to/from its Southport line. Throughout its existence
until closure in 1956 the LOR was an independent private company.
Hence, there is data available specific to its finances and operations.
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Financial data for the study was taken from 6- and 12-monthly LOR
company reports and from Board of Trade railway returns available up to
World War I. Traffic data was taken from the LOR company reports,
Board of Trade returns and Ministry of Transport railway statistics.
For the purposes of the analysis all financial figures were converted to
constant 1913 values using RPI. The discount rate applied was 4% as
suggested by Acworth2.
The capital expenditure profile for the company is shown below. The
bulk of the capital expenditure occurred during a short period from 1889
to 1896. Expenditure after that date was mainly on the feeder tramway,
the link to the LYR, and improvements to rolling stock.
Figure 2: Liverpool Overhead Railway capital expenditure

The company was fairly successful up to the outbreak of World War I,
but suffered losses during the difficult economic circumstances of the
interwar period. It enjoyed a positive cash flow after World War II, but the
returns were not sufficient to justify the renewal of assets, including the
infrastructure, which by the time of closure were well over 50 years old.
Table 1 shows that financial NPVs were negative and financial BCRs
were below one, so the railway did not represent a good investment for
the shareholders, even over 60 years. Many of the investors may have
realised this at an early stage.

2

William Mitchell Acworth, distinguished late nineteenth/early twentieth century railway economist,
“The elements of railway economics” (1905), page 13
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Table 1: financial returns (1913 prices discounted to 1889)
20
30
40
50
60
years years years years years
Net Present Value (NPV) (£m)
PVB-PVC

-0.58

-0.48

-0.49

-0.49

-0.48

Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR)
PVB/PVC

0.60

0.71

0.73

0.73

0.75

SOCIAL BENEFITS AND COSTS
The social benefit and cost factors included in the evaluation were:
• Time savings to LOR passengers and benefits to generated traffic
• Reliability benefits to LOR passengers
• Benefits of reduced congestion to passengers on other modes and
to freight traffic3
• Impact on accidents
• Impacts on the environment
To assess the social returns from construction of the LOR, it was
necessary to construct a counterfactual history, covering how people
might have travelled in its absence. Hence it was assumed that
travellers would otherwise have used:
• Up to 1900, the horse trams running on the dockside road exactly
following the route of the LOR.
• After 1900, the electric trams, which did not run as close to the
docks as the LOR, so in addition to the slower journey by tram an
additional walking time was included in travellers’ journey times.
Journey purpose data for LOR users is only anecdotal. It has always
been understood that the railway was used to travel both to work and by
workers between different docks at the port, for example by clerks when
gathering information for ship owners in an age before telephones.

3

Rail freight was hauled along the horse tramway running next to the docks
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Following the approach taken by Tim Leunig, journey time savings were
related to hourly earnings and assessed as half of average earnings.
The LOR provided high levels of reliability, with typically over 95% of
trains being recorded as on time and the remainder as only a few
second late. Conversely, while there is no hard evidence for the
alternative tram services, their reliability would have been much worse
because of congestion from other road users, also largely horse-drawn
for some of the period. There was also an obligation on the horse
tramway to give way to rail freight traffic3. For the analysis, reliability
benefits were assessed as 20% of time savings.
The railway had little environmental impact, since it passed through a
very low quality area. On one side were the docks and, of the land on
the other side, around half was occupied by railway yards of the mainline
companies serving the docks, and a further quarter by warehousing.
There was very little housing near the LOR, except at its extremities.
Hence, no monetary valuations for environmental decline were included
in the evaluation.
Apart from one or two significant mishaps, the LOR had a good safety
record over its lifetime. The risks for tramway users were much more
difficult to assess. Thus, from lack of counterfactual evidence, no safety
benefits were included.
Table 2 shows the effect of adding time savings and reliability benefits to
the financial results in Table 1 to calculate economic cost-benefit
returns. NPVs are all positive and BCRs are over one, even over the first
20 years. Hence the conclusion that the LOR was justified on social
grounds, even before wider economic benefits are taken into account.
Table 2: social returns (1913 prices discounted to 1889)
20
years

30
years

40
years

50
years

60
years

Net Present Value (NPV) (£m)
PVB-PVC

0.15

0.61

0.75

0.86

1.03

Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR)
PVB/PVC

1.11

1.37

1.42

1.46

1.54

To assess the reliability of this conclusion, the sensitivity of the results to
assumptions on the value of time savings were tested by variations from
the “preferred values” (large data point) to:
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• Percentage of travellers in working time (20%) to 10% or 30%
• Ratio between first and third class earnings (3) to 2.5 or 2
• Value of non-working time (50%) to 33⅓% or 25% of working time
Figure 3: sensitivity tests
1.8
BCR (1913 prices discounted to 1889 at 4%)

Non-working time 50% of earnings
1.7

Non-working time 33⅓% of earnings
Non-working time 25% of earnings

1.6

1.54
1.48

1.5
1.4

1.6

1.44

1.21
1.2
1.13

1.5

1.49
1.45

1.44
1.4

1.39

1.3

1.55

1.36

1.24
1.15

1.27
1.18

1.29
1.21

1.32
1.24

1.27

1.36

1.33

1.36

1.29

1.1
1
2

2.5

3

10% in working time

2

2.5

3

20% in working time

2

2.5

3

30% in working time

The BCR over 60 years falls from 1.54 with the “preferred values” to a
minimum of 1.13 with the least favourable combination of assumptions.
WIDER ECONOMIC BENEFITS
This part of the evaluation was concerned only with the net additional
benefits for the city as a whole, rather than the various impacts on
different areas. It is generally accepted that, if markets are perfectly
competitive, the benefits from transport projects can be measured by the
user benefits and the external benefits as assessed above. However, in
practice, additional types of wider economic benefits may accrue, which
are not captured by such a conventional cost-benefit analysis. This
approach accords with current advice from DfT on the appraisal of
transport projects.
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First, if there are agglomeration economies, which may arise when the
Total Factor Productivity (TFP) is enhanced by more activities being
close together, a transport investment can facilitate such agglomeration.
Second, if imperfect competition enables some firms to supply output at
prices above marginal costs, then an increase in output created by a fall
in transport costs should create additional benefits equal to the increase
in output multiplied by the margin between price and marginal costs.
Third, while workers balance the costs of increased commuting to higher
paid jobs (made more attractive by a reduction in the generalised costs
of the commute) against the greater income to be earned, the benefit is
valued in terms of their post-tax rather than their pre-tax income.
However, any increased tax paid to government will represent a real
benefit to society, and should therefore be included in the WEBs. The
size of this additional benefit is related to the marginal tax rates faced by
the potentially affected commuters.
On the basis of a belief that prices were closer to marginal costs during
Victorian times than they are today, and with no practical way of
measuring any historic disparity at this distance, the effect of imperfect
competition on WEBs was ignored. Similarly, since very few workers
during the nineteenth century paid income tax, the potential for
additional revenues to government was also deemed irrelevant.
Hence, the WEB evaluation centred on first effect, the agglomeration
benefits arising from construction of the LOR. In practice such benefits
might arise from the ability of employers to access a wider labour market
and/or from better sharing of technical expertise amongst businesses
brought into closer proximity to each other. Any agglomeration benefits
are thus represented by the savings in the Costs of Production, equal to:
Agglomeration elasticity x
Change in accessibility (in the “effective density”, see below) x
Value added per head x
Employment level
Each factor in this equation will vary by sector and by industry. The
sectors in Liverpool relevant to the calculations were transport and
shipping, and financial and business services. Details of employment in
transport/storage/communications and banking/finance/insurance were
taken from the 1901 Census and cross-checked against employment in
the Liverpool dock estate.
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Output per head was based on the 1907 Census of Production and from
work by Geary & Stark4: the figure used was £102 per head.
The agglomeration elasticities used5 were:
• 0.067 for transport/storage/communications
• 0.063 for banking/finance/insurance
Transport costs in this type of exercise are generally measured using
some index of accessibility or economic potential (or “effective density”).
For this evaluation, indices of accessibility (equal to mass/impedance) in
Liverpool, Bootle, Litherland, Waterloo-with-Seaforth, and Crosby were
calculated before and after the opening of the LOR:
• Mass was based on population by ward from the 1911 Census
• Impedance was based on public transport generalised costs based
on tram/LOR fares plus actual/assumed travel times
This suggested that the opening of the LOR increased accessibility of
the centre of Liverpool by some 3.9%. The resulting agglomeration
benefits were assessed as 9.5% of total benefits over the first 20 years
from 1894 to 1913, increasing the BCR:
• Over 20 years, from 1.11 to 1.22
• Over 60 years from 1.54 to 1.63
If the generalised cost in the Accessibility Index is increased from 1.0 to
1.8, the agglomeration benefits rise from 9.5% to 14.8% of the total
benefits over the first 20 years. The BCRs increase further:
• Over 20 years, from 1.22 to 1.30
• Over 60 years, from 1.63 to 1.96
Table 3 shows the social NPVs and BCRs including agglomeration.
Figure 4 summarises Tables 1, 2 and 3, with the large data point
showing the “preferred value” for sensitivity tests, as in Figure 3.

4

Geary, F, and Stark, T (2002) “Examining Ireland’s post-famine economic growth performance”
Economic Journal, No.112, pages 919-935
5
Based on work by Dan Graham (2007) with adjustments by John Dodgson
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Table 3: social returns + agglomeration (1913 prices discounted to 1889)
20
years

30
years

40
years

50
years

60
years

Net Present Value (NPV) (£m)
PVB-PVC

0.32

0.78

0.92

1.02

1.19

Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR)
PVB/PVC

1.22

1.47

1.52

1.55

1.63

£1.4m

1.7

£1.2m

1.6

£1.0m

1.5

£0.8m

1.4
NPV Financial

£0.6m

1.3

NPV Economic
£0.4m

NPV with agglomeration

1.2

£0.2m

BCR Financial

1.1

BCR Economic
£0.0m

BCR with agglomeration

1

-£0.2m

0.9

-£0.4m

0.8

-£0.6m

0.7

-£0.8m

0.6
20 years

30 years

40 years

50 years

BCR (1913 prices discounted to 1889 at 4%)

NPV (1913 prices discounted to 1889 at 4%)

Figure 4: summary of NPVs and BCRs

60 years

Appraisal period

CONCLUSIONS
The overall conclusions about the LOR are that:
• The railway failed to cover its cost of capital and, although the
company was never forced into bankruptcy, the ordinary
shareholders did not earn an adequate return on their investment.
• Social returns from the railway were positive and produced net
social benefits for the transport users of Merseyside.
• The evidence suggests that the agglomeration effects enhanced
the overall social return of the project.
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When considering lessons for contemporary assessments of WEBs from
modern urban rail projects, it is important to recognise that the estimates
of agglomeration effects in the study were not really an ex-post
evaluation, in the sense that one can observe what actually happened to
Total Factor Productivity (TFP) in Liverpool and what contribution the
LOR actually made to changes in TFP. The case study has not
produced evidence of actual agglomeration benefits, since it has not
been possible to discover any recorded reductions in costs for firms in
Liverpool from the archive sources available. A comparison here is with
recent work by Gibbons and Overman for the DfT6.
The study has enabled the identification of “markers” for the existence of
WEBs from transport projects, conditions which might make wider
economic benefits more likely to occur or have occurred. These could be
a “step change” in the generalised costs of travel, a high level of
generated traffic (only observable once a project is in operation), and/or
that the local economy exhibits relatively high employment in those
sectors where agglomeration elasticities are also relatively high. The last
issue was the case in late nineteenth century Liverpool, which had
relatively high concentrations of activities in financial services and
transport and communications, especially in those areas of the city
served by the LOR.
The conclusion drawn from other work is that changes in accessibility
are likely to appear small. In his study of the opening of M62 motorway
in the 1970s, John put the estimated improvement in freight transport
accessibility in the towns in the central Lancashire-Yorkshire belt as at
most 3.65%7. Similarly, Gibbons and Overman noted that on average
major road transport schemes in Britain between 1998 and 2003
resulted in an average change of 1.8% in effective density in postcode
areas within 10 kilometres of the road projects.
Given that the study identified a change in central Liverpool accessibility
as a result of the opening of the LOR of the order of 3.9%, the overall
conclusion is that, while one cannot be certain that the LOR did create
savings in productivity, this is quite likely to have been the case.
Unfortunately, it was not possible during the study to find any one “killer
fact” to demonstrate this deduction conclusively.

6
7

Gibbons and Overman advice to DfT (2009) page 15 et al
Dodgson (1974) page 87
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DISCUSSION AND QUESTIONS
Mark Casson (University of Reading) suggested that other railways
could be studied in a similar manner, such as the London & Blackwall
Railway or parts of the London Underground system.
John stressed the need to have distinct data for the railway to be
studied. Many other railways were absorbed into larger undertakings at
some stage in their lives, and the necessary long time series of data
relevant to that particular investment was thus missing. The Mersey
Railway was another example of a railway with a long separate
existence, but its effects were complicated by the adverse public
reactions to riding on a steam railway largely in tunnel.
Dick Dunmore (Steer Davies Gleave) wanted to know how far the
prospectus for the LOR set out the anticipated benefits from the project.
From the documents John had examined it appeared that the major
justification for the railway had been a reduction in congestion along the
Dock Road, leading to better working of the docks themselves. In
practice the congestion effects were complex because of the use of rail
lines along the Dock Road by both freight and (before opening of the
LOR) passenger traffic.
Alan Wenban-Smith (Urban & Regional Policy) felt that the LOR
represented a very small undertaking with an inevitably limited localised
effect. Might it be more worthwhile to consider the strategic effects of
railway developments in, say, London?
John pointed out that the LOR was actually a major piece of transport
infrastructure in relation to the city it served. The expansion of the docks
northwards with the building of the Gladstone Dock might not have been
possible without the LOR. The aim of the study was to try to measure
the WEBs, rather than to rely on broad statements on strategic effects.
David Starkie (Economics Plus) noted that the shipping industry and the
docks appeared to be the major beneficiaries of construction of the LOR.
Had the owners of these businesses contributed to financing the railway
and were there any indications of their expectations from such
investment?
John confirmed that shipping interests were among the railway’s
shareholders. For many years Sir William Forwood, a man with
considerable business interests in the city, was its chairman. The
Mersey Docks and Harbour Board (MDHB) had gifted the right-of-way
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for the railway under an agreement giving them a share in any profits
earned above a certain level. The MDHB did not have powers to operate
a passenger railway in their own right.
Stephen Bennett (BR/SRA/Transport Scotland, retired) wanted to know
the basis for choosing a 4% test discount rate and how sensitive the
results were to varying this rate. The concept of DCF would not have
existed when the railway was built.
John had identified that investors at the time were usually expecting a
return of around 4% on their capital. However, at the same time, many
people were complaining about the generally low levels of returns on
railway stocks. Changes in the discount rate did not have a significant
effect on the results.
Stephen Glaister (RAC Foundation) observed that it would be possible
to calculate an internal rate of return for the project and compare this
with the actual yield on the shares. The market value of the shares must
have fallen as the return was less than that anticipated by the original
investors. He also noted that the agglomeration benefits did not greatly
add to the overall benefits, and indeed were within what might be
expected to be the margin of error. Crossrail was probably the only
current example where this might not be true.
John agreed with these points. To get a better understanding, it would
be useful to carry out similar studies into the agglomeration benefits from
a number of historical projects in order to establish general principles.
He also pointed out that, in the case of the LOR, the financial profitability
of the railway was greatly affected by unexpected events such as World
War I and the depression of the 1930s.
Alan Peakall (Retired) asked whether there were any lessons to be
learnt from looking at the economic effects after the line was closed.
John explained that during the railway’s latter years there had been
specific changes in the nature of commercial activity in Liverpool. Travel
patterns had tended to shift from north-south to hinterland-river.
Containerisation also fundamentally altered the pattern of dock activity.
Thus, he had not attempted to study the after-effects of closure in any
detail.
Keith McKenna (MVA Consultancy) asked if and how the financial
services sector was impacted by closure of the railway.
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John had not attempted to identify closure impacts on this sector since
there had been a long decline in insurance and other financial services
in Liverpool as the shipping companies moved their centres of activity
out of the city.
John Bates (Independent consultant) wondered why it was not possible
to study the effects of building the Victoria Line on a similar basis.
John pointed out that so many things were happening at the same time
in London that trying to analyse the specific effects of any one project
after the event was extremely difficult.
Gerard Whelan (MVA Consultancy) wondered what had led to the
railway extending its line to Seaforth Sands and to Dingle, especially
with the heavy cost of tunnelling.
John explained that the railway thought it was worth extending to reach
these middle class suburbs in order to generate more traffic. The
extension to Seaforth and Litherland was financed by the LYR.
Dick Dunmore (Steer Davies Gleave) observed that over the 60 period
covered by the study the economy of Liverpool had changed
fundamentally, yet modern appraisals presume continuing linear growth.
John reminded the audience that investors in the LOR had looked for a
return over 10 to 20 years. In the event, while the actual passenger
levels were higher than the original forecasts, the railway did not provide
an adequate financial return. Commercial investors today were seeking
returns over a similar period, and only for publicly-supported schemes
are the effects over 60 years considered. The study had helped to
highlight some of the issues surrounding present day appraisals over
such a long period.
After further discussion on these points, Gerard Whelan thanked John
Dodgson for a fascinating talk covering a very different approach to
analysis of WEBs and closed the meeting.

Report by Gregory Marchant

Copies of the full text of this paper prepared by John Dodgson, and
which formed the basis of his presentation to the TEG, are available by
emailing him at john@hdodgson.fsnet.co.uk.
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ANNEX: THE ROUTE OF THE LIVERPOOL OVERHEAD RAILWAY

Image reproduced by John Dodgson courtesy of the National Railway Museum (Ref SSPL 10289064)
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TEG AGM 2011
Arup
23 March 2011
The AGM, held immediately before the March meeting, was attended by
seven members. The following appear below:
• Chair’s Report
• Treasurer’s Report
• Accounts
Minutes, the statement of financial principles, and records of other
AGMs and Accounts, are also available on the TEG website at
http://www.transecongroup.org/AGM_and_Accounts.htm.
Details of the TEG Committee 2011-2012 elected at the AGM appear at
the end of this Journal.
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The Transport Economists’ Group, formed in 1973, provides a forum for
people involved in transport economics to meet regularly and discuss
matters of mutual interest. Membership is open to economists working in
transport and others whose work is connected with transport economics.
The aim of the Group is to improve the quality of transport management,
planning and decision making by promoting lectures, discussions and
publications related to the economics of transport and of the
environment within which the industry functions.
Meetings are held every month from September to June (except
December) at Arup’s Central London HQ at 13 Fitzroy Street. The
meetings consist of short papers presented by speakers, drawn from
both within the Group’s membership and elsewhere, followed by
discussion.
The Group’s Journal, “The Transport Economist”, is published three
times a year reporting on meetings and other activities of the Group. It
reviews recent publications of interest and contains papers or short
articles from members. The Editor welcomes contributions for inclusion
in the journal, and can be contacted at petersgordon@blueyonder.co.uk.
The current membership of over 150 covers a wide range of transport
modes and types of organisation. Members are drawn from transport
operators, consultants, universities, local and central government and
manufacturing industry. All members are provided with a full
membership list, updated annually, which serves as a useful source of
contacts within the profession. Applications from people in all sectors are
welcome.
Applications for membership should be made on a form obtainable from
the Membership Secretary at gregorymarchant.teg@btinternet.com.
Alternatively, an application form can be downloaded from the Group’s
website: www.transecongroup.org.
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